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their sudden and complete collapse. And in the few moments
that remained before a final decision was reached I listened
to a loud altercation proceeding in the rival camp. He cannot
go, I heard, without a guide; so let Ibn Suwailim tell him
straight out that he will not accompany him. Rise Salim
and tell him that we may get back to the watering without
delay. And a moment later Ibn Suwailim was led into my
tent by Suwid, repeated his lesson like a child and went his way.
Thus it was finally agreed that we should all return
together to Naifa and that the baggage-train should start off
as soon as the moon had risen. Of the whole nineteen of us,
I alone was unhappy that evening, while the rest set about
their remaining tasks with a good will worthier of a better
cause than ignominious retreat. The Empty Quarter had
routed us. We had come about 140 miles—a five days*
journey—into its inhospitable, drought-stricken wastes, and
now we were to flee from its terrors. We were at least 140
miles from the nearest water and by the time we reached
Naifa our camels would have done some 280 miles of the
waterless desert unavailingly. They would have gone nine
or ten days without water, and most of that time through
pastureless lands* But our decision to turn back enabled us
to devote four or five skins of our precious water to the relief
of the seven or eight animals most seriously affected by the
day's agony. In fact the decision to turn back was cele-
brated in our camp by what sounded to me in the darkness
as a veritable orgy of water-wasting. The camels sucked the
precious liquid from the leather tubs into their aching
bellies, while some few, which had not reached the end of
their tether, were subjected to the process of c snuffing/ *
This is an economical method of refreshing camels by ad-
ministering a kettleful of water through the nostrils to cool
the head and brain. The silly beasts struggle violently under
such treatment, which is presumably painful enough at the
time, but there would seem to be no doubt about its efficacy
for the purpose in view, and I was to observe the process
frequently «aaough during the fortnight tiiat now renjaiood of
our wanderings in the Empty Quarter.

